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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 17, 1955

Winners Of Bird Houses Are
Named; Club Buys Wildlife
By Paul Bailey
The March 14. meeting of the
Calloway
County
Conse:vation
Club was caned to order at 7:30
by presideot Paul Bailey. The
, minutes of the last meeting, were
I read and
approved. This was
the meeting at which we had
the judging of the bird houses.
in the contest sponsoreci by the
Club. for all of the Junior Conservation Clubs in the county.
The bird houses had been neatly
arranged on display, in the court
room of the County Court house.
The Mayor of Murray. George
}fart along with the assistance of
Ernest Clevenger Jr judged the
hoaseas. J. B. McClain announced
the winners as follows:

MURRAY POPULATION

CHOU PROMISES ATTACK--IKE PONDERS WHAT TO DO

bring along a basket lunch, like
we all have been used to doing
at any church o r other spreadtogether dinner.

8,000

Vol. LX-RVI No. 65

Storm Promised Over Release
Of Suppressed Yalta Papers
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON. Mar. 17 it?, —A
political and diplomatic storm of
hurricane force was blowing up
today around the long-suppressed
reciards of the Yalta conferences
where the lute President Roosevelt
. dealt Oinanuniat Russia into the
war agarinat Japan.

tense against Germany.
Publication of the Yalta papers
Students attending Teen Town
promises some lively developments.
his Friday evening will decide
The overall Yalta story, the comhow the organtration will be fiThe old business of the club
mitments and results, long have
hanced, according to an adersory
consisted of reports fron
the
been known. But the details were
lininittee's decision this week.
various committees.
The
Coon
secret. Much will remain so beThe teenagers will be asked to
committee chairman. Frank Wells,
cause the
documents
published
rhoose between ii ten eent weekly
reported a total of 22 coon being
Wednesday night admittedly were
idmioion fee, a 25 cent monthly
caught alive in the refuge hunting.
not complete, although they were
a/large. or • combination of the
This makes a total of 26 000n
Yalta proved to be a good deal certified as giving the most defcoo Some income ts necessary to
that have been released In Calla!
for the Russians. Their armies ineive and comprehensive picture
ally. recreation equipr.ent and to
way County since hntmg season
struck in the East only five days possible at this time. The State Deiiffset depreciation.
went out
before Japan accepted uneondition- partment said it had deleted no
' Several other dons were mad
matter of subdtance.
al surrender.
The rabbit committee reported
ittar 200 high school atudents atThe doctatients cannot fail to
they had not as yet found a place
The %ate Depute:trent made the
prided the initial meeting last
to pure:hese live rabbits. The
Yalta papers public Wednesday Whip up again debate whether FUR
tlga iy at the Legion liall on
quail committee
reported
night in a hurry-up climax to a was justified in making, at the exthat
-'pie and Sixth. according to
nearly 200 pair of adult Bob
series Of manuvers which, like pense of China, political and terKISs Julie Hawkins, adviaory cornthe Yalta reord itself, was con- ritorial correaserms to persuade the
suttee- etailrman.
Lower Age, Martin: 1st, Jimmy White quail were released in this
fusing and open to various inter- Soviet Union to join the war
Since teenagers exPressed
Fein, age 10, Lynn Grove, 2nd, county on March 13. These were
South Chine Sea
pretations. Also publiahed were the against Japan.
nterest in governing the organiza- Woody Herndon. age 11. Murray pen raised quail and may be
rather gentle, for a few days, so
records of the conference at Malta' They show that Mr. Roosevelt
tion, the Teen Town will be oper- Training
School,
3rd..
Gerald
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ited by its Adult Council of nine Millet, age 9, Almo.
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Poland at the Yalta conference.
t no program is necessary. 12. Hazel. 3rd., Michael Parker, a hungry, roving house cat can
There are Shocks and mme sirThe President told Churchill and
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diss Itaolcins said. Teenagers are age 12. Hazel.
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abroad in the Yalta documents.
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was subhittad by he executive
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Feared German Opposition
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snakes
from
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demands for a sllce of Eastern
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Panthers to a 78 An T4 decision
Charlotte Chorpenning and Nora around the squire If you ease to find rabbsts and an order will'
and other churchmen will watch.
Tarry and Eugene Tarry, Jr both
over favored Central City in last enter the war against Japan ReacAlvay. based on an old Scottish seeing the houses, you will miss be sent as soon as a source of
And at 64th St., Mayor Robert F
of Murray, one sister, Mrs. Joe
night's second game, after Hazard publican spoked/nen long have inDuring the
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American
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traded the Soviet Union into the
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AAUW -painsored 'Tom Sawyer' winning boys, at the March 26. an old rabbit hunter fan and
The 165th Infantry of the NationToday's play was divided into war in the East — even though
By UNfrali Pao
was a member of the Dexter
He
an experimental production for meeting of the Conserosbon Club. would be asked to personally buy
al Guard the Fighting 69th. headed morning, afternoon and evening he knew a rrainati before he went,
All trains avi• •
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Methodist Church. The funeral will
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charges
of
irore than 80 cable
by Aug 1 Home chapel at 3:00 p.m. Friday
Members of Sock and Buskin with every member of the Club bits The club wants to give its'
made up of 182 groups
9 a.m. — St. Xavier vs. Bracken But Democrots
have contended slashings in a nine-state telephone
with Dr H C Chiles and Rev
a • up the cast of eight Heading and all members of each Junior thanka to Mayor Hart for being
A nostalgic bit of tradition will County
that Mr Rocoevelt was acting on company walkout.
Paul T Lyles officiating
east IR Vernon Bennett, senior Club in the County. being urged this interested in our restocking,
be missing The 65-man Police DeThe bitter strikes against Louis— Olive Hill vs. urgent advice of the U. S Joint
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know.
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the first time in 50 years They
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Home until the
Paula Crooner, senior horn
Around the country the nation
to go hunting, but occasionally funeral hour
and idled at least 78.000 ernpinyes.
3 45 pm. — Hendemon Barrett
France Dealt Out
has ,
emphis.' Tennessee, will
made similar obseraance of March vs. Shelbyville
lays a few "crappie- on the bank.
Elsewhere on the labor front, a
Public opinion in France may
a role of Bess.
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A list of lien years members
7.30 p.m — Dawson Springs vs. react to the agreement of Mr Roos. marathon department etore strike
Harold Leath, sophomore from
President Eisenhower kept on his Adair County
that havena joined the club this
evelt and Stahn that France should end eall at Pittsburgh. Pa., Ford and
By UNITED PRESS
rmington. Kentucky, will be
desk a bowl of shantrocks ilown
year was called off and several
9:15 pm. — Berea VA Ma,yfield have no part in post-war admin- union officials met far contract
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Jellison. senior
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to him faion Waterford Count,' Iretook
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a
istration of occupied Germany — talks, and a wildcat 18-man strike
Lexington ' presented a carnival
m Iliirray. will be Peg. Dwain of the year across the notion today from the list Ot personally conland The shamrocks were prealttaiugO France might, perhaps. ailed 6.000 workers at an Indiana
Almo. to the accompaniment of ripping tact before out next meeting.
2bidon, freahman from
sented to Mr Eisenhower by Jo- air as car loads of sweater - clad
have a zone of her own as a Chrysler Corp. plant.
entucho will play Grandpa', winds which kited four persons in We have at present almost 300
Dr. Forrest C Pogue, professor seph D Brennan, counsellor of the and ribbon - decked high school
Damage Sail Filed
"kindiness" Churchill demanded
boys and girls. along with a cont Kincapnon. freshman from New York City aid dropped the members and gill want to make of European Mather" at Murray Irish Embassy.
The 'strike of 10 AFL unions repthat France resume her place in
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siderable
number
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otence. (Win, it cast as Nanny. Detroit River sot mashes
The Senate made its feelings toit, over .500. If you are not a State College, will b•- guest speaker
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to
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. play
Motwort where the tempereture or fish much but you could have Dining Room of Welit Hall. Thurs- Everett Dirksen R-111 introduced
This year's tournament appear- years." FlaR told him and Britain and prompted a $1.290.000 damage
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hting effects, and magic troika below at Bemidji, Minn.
hunter ar fishertrain. This is the 'Supreme Command: she official be Onified
rortsenger trains had been canregional winners regarded as tale
an Heath, stage manager for'
Fairly today the Arctic IrEIRS main reason we in a real, true history of General E'senhowera
In the tiny village of St Patrick.
celled, that no freight trains were
team to beat.'
at1s prodiiction. ir assisted by kept' temperatures below freezing
frame of mind concerning , club tour- of duty with the Supreme Ohio, founded by sons of Erin 100
runnirm. and that all run -.had been
The closest thing to a favorite.
FaW and Wade Underwood as far south as Virginia, West wort and
years
Headquarters,
ago
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only
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remains
Allied
Forces in
game
conservation
cancelled. In all. about 50 trains
actual or matiersentat was Berea
arimes are by Carolyn Allen. Virginia. Kentucky and northern can't kick on any particular form IEUI'lIPO in World War II, is a to celebrate the traditional day.
were affected.
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The Pirates are in the big show
ahoy Lou Bennett is in charge Tennessee. •
James Dundon. 73. his two sisters.
of hunting or fishing You might noted speaker and lecturer
The close-down announcement
for the first time, and made it in
(opert tea
Catharine
couan
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dEmma,
The banquet will honor the
and
All New York March ushered in not like to hear 3 or 4 good
coach Billy Harrell'* first season
The Callaway county
junior came A few hours after a LOWS,tee Lowe Miller is lighting its new Must late Wednesday with mouthed dogs put an old coon 1954-55 Thoroughbred
basketball sin. Wiliam. will attend mass with
in spite of the fact they had no tournament opened lad night at ville. Ky., circuit judge dissolved
whin: Ardath Boyd and Shar- winds iif occasional gale airce
village,
to ionning and tree him. You team and Coach Rex Alexander the other 56 families of the
temporary
restraining
gymnasium until late in the season Faxon with New Concord scoring a
order
faupt are danci directors for after IS hours of dense fog had may not care to hear a good pock and aoistant coaches Waldo Sauter all of German desent
a
played only five home games a 58 to 32 victory nver Almo which forbade operating employes
and
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disrupted sera and air communica- of Walkers waren up an old fox.; and Garrett Beshear- Coach AlexPikeville. which won two games Eddie Rowland led the scoring —the men who actually run the
si noun performances will be tions in the metropolis
for a few hours. You
might ander will introduce the lettermen"
In overtime and then knocked off for New' Concord with 10 points. railroads — to cross the picket
; pea, on Friday and Saturday.
The winds mused the tug Jus- possibly not care for duck hunt- for the season and other awards
previously unbeaten Meade Me- Hill of Almo was high for •-the lines.
r, will Open at 12:30. A Friday tine McAllister to founder
in ing, buit casting. Besotting for will be presented
Rail Strike Spread,
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by
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Rainey
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meeting at his office.
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, El-degree fall was reported at looking back and Raying or thanksure or Hazard for most of three 8:15 Lynn Grove will play Kirkrwy.
Meanwhile. 1.500 to 2.000 Atlanta
Armored Dieision iSpearheadi here TO LOUISVILLE
Fart Worth, 'rex.
ing. "Puppy, why didn't you save
quarter and held a 34-33 lead mid- The championship game will he employes
joined .the
walkout
Knox:
Fort
at
Meanwhile, flee inches of snow something for me to 'hoot or
way in the third period. Then Bull- played at 7:15 Friday night
against the LON and its subsidiary
Pvt. Blondie McClure of Murray
LOISV1LLE (IP — The Southfell on Caribou. Me. raising the cateh." Right now us the time
Trophies will be awarded the the Nashvrtle. Chattanooga and OR.
dog guard Arnold Feltner hit three
on(1 Live
town's snow cover to 41 inches, the club needs you as a mem- and Pvt James Cooper of Hazel. ern Baptist Convention will be in- buckets in a row and Hazard
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was winner and runner-up.
McClure is the husband vited to meet here in
Pvt
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Mrs
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He
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through a three-State area.
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Aliaricalse at %yak!,
s
-fiele,Myerson Says
Too Much Of At Isto dreafer Cosi
Beauty Il'ia,iers

.vOMEN'S PA GE

Club News Activities'
Weddings Loca's

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1
-Missionary Circle
Holds Regular Meet
.it If.isehart

Mrs. James Nesbitt
Hostess For Meet
West Hazel (Nub

Social Calendar

By ELIZABETH TOOMEV
United Prom Staff Correspondent
NEW
YORK
-The fonts
back home ex,poo too much of
local beuuty molten winners, a
former Miss America complains.
30 Manhattan as full of beauties
an heartbreaking pursuit of
cureers.
They try to got a television part
or a stage role or a model's job
on the strength of theil• iIvei euPs
and second-ptace obbonai
-They're embarrassed to go back
home as ?Mout doing somettung tog'
explained
Myerson, Mass
Bess
America tA: 1945. 'Tracy
big sendoff from tne hometown.. . . you know, roses from the
mayor and all taxis sort of thing.
They feel they Just can't go back
and teach school or work in a
deparanent store."
Bee., a stx-ftios beauty with a
nice tel&vision-cob; is happily
tied and has a six-year-old doubter. but she is daily reminaed by
telephone calla of the haoariia of
winning Or 'almost winning beauty
contests.
call me because they
know 1 won a beauty c intest once
to help tnem
into
televution," she_ said "Ilin embar-

I

the program.,
• • • •
The Home Department of the
Murray .%Voinan's Club will hold
Its annual potluck luncheon at
the club house at one o'oleck.
•• • • •

and landscape

42

K.
rut
th

tls

.b
a
a

Texas Large SWect Onions
lb. 10c
Red Triumph Potatoes, 4 lb.
30c
(lid Potatoes, eating. 10 lbs..
Cobblers or Triumpbs, 15 lb ,.elect
55c
Tender Leaf Tea. 16 bags
18c
Welch's Fruit of the Vine Grape Preserves,
Beautiful Jar
29c
Klavor-Kist Special Peran
Pkg.
Dinner Party 303
Whole Beets
15,
Red Robe Sweet Pickled .Pickle
jar 15.
Skippv Peanut Butter, 14-oz. jar
49c
New Nabisco Waverly Wafers,
bars
28c
Bath Size Sweetheart Soap, 4 bars
37c
We Sell Fresh Large Eggs 3 doz.
$1.00
Parkay gives $75.000 worth of Television, radios.
write one line to jingle-we have blanks.
Cook with Heinz Catchup, $25.000 in cash prizes,
get entries here. 14-oz. bottle
28:
Sweet Texas Onion Plants, 33 bundles
25c
Lettuce Plants, 50 in a bunch
25c
Snowdrift Shortening with 15c coupon inside
80c
Pilgrim Coffee. 1 lb.
65c'
Red Rio. 3 lb. bag
$1.95
Coffee Shop Coffee, tin can
88c
• CURED MEAIS •
Bacon Sq uares, sliced and derind, lb.
Jowls. smoked sugar cured, lb.
Bacon, 51iced, 3 lbs.
Bacon, Slab, 3 to 4 lb. piece
• rRESH

Stew

Beef. ,

or

This is an 8-cylinder car with radio, heater, overdrive and seat covers. It's a one owner, city driven car and just as nice as
they come!

get

*1949 CHEVROLErVELUXE CL. CPE
This car is a nice dark hue, with radio,
heater, white walls and Ky. license. And
i• t's in the best of condition!

parent.

Judy Doiiene is the. name chosen
oy Mr. .;..0 Mrs. Willoar, B Beane.
MW.ay Route Three. tot their
daughter. wolajong sax p000ds 11
ounce,
. burn at the Mu:ray Hospital Saturday. March 12.

GONNA OP TOMS
Popo* bowir-Ssofths•
witiol el elittres
Nail, 4 imr••••,.'waver
5,•tori
$71.50

38c

35c

regular, one lb. rol! 30,-3
lb. -raw
1.trrich •

-

$6.50

CHICAGO, ILLIN9JS- Pie for the President
the oven by Champion Cherry Pie Queen Marjorie
I o
year -old high school e•nror from Red Hook, New 1 a
vivacious Marjorie won her title in a stiff competition with pie baktoo champions from all 48 states and Hawaii.
Following the national competition. Marjorie dew to Washi...,tort,
C where she pr sented her winning pie to President Eisenhowea.
Here's the 1P.Clit, for this winning pie which was named the 1....i4
cherry pit of the year.
Usastapium Cherry Pie
3.44 flip a.•:•,•caps canned red sour cherries
1/4 teaspoon s.lt.
2 :.i cup cherry juice
4 drops almond er• act
,
3 tablespoor.s cornstarch
Combine cos nstarch, *agar and salt and mix well Add ere./
Juice slowly stirring to ainke it rninoth. Cook until thicsened, add
ch,.rnes and cool while preparing the crust.
(:rust
3/4 ertp Switt's Soo.rleat ismu
2 cups pastry flour
1/3 cup water
1 teaspoon salt
Sift and measure flour. add salt and sift again. Add 1,3 cap of
tire prepared flour to oat. , Sin form a paste Wen,: Cie lard mt. the
mixture I.O.nding it in with
an
flour until ciumbli 7.• well. Shape into a toll and divide into
is fork until it goes 1.
until 1'1 inch thick, spread
lion
portions.
pus
1:
4ne
two equal
on 1'2 tablespoon ad..
a - I lard and fold into a poelaetbook form
Rol to sae of pan a'
a. in par. Take 50 int portion af .14,Lith
.ips Pour :herry
rut ini kalf-incl
aird roll out the st.
th pastry strips,
*I and I
en...•*.t.:re into to. '
^ •rt at 425
1n"
•rvi put en

used car values we

see that you
satisfied and we will oppreciate your
busines.s.
have to show

you. We will

are

LAMPKINS
-

Motor' Sale;

Dewey Lampkins,
So. 3

Sr.

•

Dewey

Lampktos,

rd and Maple Sts,

•

GOODAEAR
S

E

•

featuring the famous

SURE-GRIP D-15
Sale priced at only ...

TOP SPRING PLOWING VALUE,

t.17

-47!
(
0
1

FRIDAY
and SAT.

id Mayfield

5.1 :1
ti iconlar price
- and now for our big sales event, we
give von a wonderful boy on this great
Sure-Grip 1)-15. hurry
get more
ill I„ homer wear at thio vale price.
SPECIAL LOW P51(11 054 Otrite sizes 7001
SIZE

BIG

DIFFERPiCE
11.1
MILK

CAM MAKES A

44

16

DIFPERENCE

IN MAIZGARiN E/ TOO'
•
JUST TASTE THE
DICFERENCE CREAM
MAKES IN CREAMOTHE ONLY
MARGARINE
MADE WITH
CREAM

eholcs rigetsbl• r•Ir 61.,•1••

PRICE •

,

11-38

4----1-$49.95°4
L57455
4
i 13.60.
4
13.65

12.38

6

10-28

-10-38
-,
_

Sensational

new 'out

as

ON
SERVICE - PHONE 0000
WE'LL BE RIGHT OUT

( 102.95

front" valuer

FARM RIB FRONT

Mn
Gi3R6EY')ITGOMERY DOROTSY
LAST TIMES TONIGHT

HINA

GOODAEAR
t tire
.1..
signed ill gnu plenty HI tronlilio
Contilionint triple
tiba 121C•441
1.••••T -vetoer
trool raleara
loiter traLtairi arid flotation. Get
the Farm Rili Front
ALF.
•••••.•

s COLOR.
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SPRING FARM TIRE

Al••••:••

A LITTLE CR.EAM
MAKES A

Ii

Jr

Phone 519

r.

a

f',

good

SVop-Look Seri/.

1..):‘. 88c

•
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and other

these

car, we
and see

Of paste

19c

fearewiarter.

;LOWER SIMICIP
1'itti at
"The Best For Less"

Mr
and Mrs.
Al/red
Hugh
Murck ....it of Murray Route One
a:e .he
of • sun. Witham
weagning seven pounds.
• r.
the Murray HoOpital Mon•
March 14.

each 3Sc

chuck or shoulder, lb.

If you are in need of a good used
hope you will shop around our lot

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
Large Stock

MEATS •

- ausage, hot or
I ard, 50

1951 FORD 4-DOOR CUSTOM

Pie For The Pres,dent

•Ground Beef, freshly ground, lean pure. 3 lbs. 98c

imutton,

Light green coldr, with radio, heater and
white wall tires. This is a one-owner Murray car and it's definitely worth the
money!

Personals

29c
25c
98c

lb.

Reef Roast. to )

*
1950 BUICK SPECIAL, 4-DOOR

GROCERY

SWANN'S

IN

1953 CHEVROLET BEL AIRE
This Sport Coupe has low mileage and is
as nice as they come.

vegetables,

gut •ucri

and ask me

14'

FOR SALE

big

time

a

CAPITOL FRIDAY and SAT.

USED CARS

'flle lend of food ttrai cost 25
percent of a typical family's takehome pay ca the 1920s could be
bought today for 17 efercent of the
average family jimmy. according
to the U. S. Department of Abilculture.

American tar r files continue to
:spend afrot onb-fourth of their
Mrs. James Nesbitt was hostess
income for food, just as they dad
foi
the meow ig ut the West
iii the. twentoies, but they are
Homemakers
tiazel
Club held
getting ,a greater variety of foods
!Barth
11, at ten o'....lock
vitichiY.
voth higher nutotive value. Midin . the morning.
ern diets contain more of hie
The cheeting was
(sailed
to
protective foods
such. as init,
order by 'the president, Mrs. Otto
The Woman's Association of tnr
Tne po.grarn fel oh. afternoon
milk, eggs. fruit, green
r.rwin.
'ten
in,lubx-rs
and
two
Monday,
March
21
.
y Mrs. College Preabyterian Ohur..n oi.:
voo vex!.
v p ,-0a
and • many mare Loma. are purThe
Murray
Manufacturing visitors answered the roll call
meet with Mrs. B. F. Senerfoos
chased in ready-too at or !early
by
Waves
telling
Club
what
wall
she
have
enjoyed
most
a
dinner
-a. at seyen-thaty o'clock.
to-cook form.
M.-s. Herbert Halpert w .11 ha:.: meeting. at the Guest House at 511 in the out of doors.
o'clock.
Mrs. Henry Dunias gave the
•
•
•
•
devotion with Mrs. Boo Moore
FRESHEN VEGrTABLES
The ; Young Wornen's Class of leading ,the group in prayer. Mrs.
the First 11..plest animal. Mrs. Loretta Wyatt Wilb %Vela Writs
To freshen slightly wilted vege.1 G. Outland. teacher, will meet the REA in Mayheict rave an
tables soak them for an hour or
th• tonic of Mr* Rubio: James ilfterettutg .talk on -Electric WirCARROLL
WILLIAM ELLIOTT • JOHN
$o in cold water to which sonic
--•‘. en-thirty o'clocking and Electric Appliances."
hiledar or lemon juice has been
Gardening
CATHERINE MtLEOD
notes
added.
I,
Penny Homemakers Club were given by Mrs. T. 'W. Nes- tot at me-thirty *Igor* too Mrs. Ellis Paschall grave a
expect t io much of beauty eonfIldris. Elmo B. A
on the advisory CJUI1C.1
A
winners" .
• . J*tiAti.
teat
rlert.ng and Amid the clubs atShe credits the fact that she g
tendance was lower
the
last
her tett back on solid ground after
March 22
quarter.
o:ove 1-1.5nestakers
the voholvond year of being the
Mrs. Henry Durreas fanugred her
Tuition's tOp beauty SO "coming
.•
an.ao: with Mrs Calvin ',pun
home Week. rmd
Sh
led hal
Aee. recalled
eale
p tthae
uglit piano
at one-tinily o'clock.
beck Mope and getting named."
mos, Bob
tale lesson
-;.s
to
help Pay her way
• • • •
on "Buyino, Snoes. and
through 'college and het friends Her home was New York City.
The Alpha Department of the Was Ftaohel Rowland was pre
-The best Ming that min hapa-nt wt-r, Impressed with her talent.
Murrly Woman
pen to a beauty contest winner a
Club wail ineet for the meetiog.
Tnen she won the Miss America
at the ‘Cluia House at 2 30 clock
Each member brvought abasket cootest, and later, after she was to be engaged." toe statuesque
klaren 19th. '
lunar when was spread at the married, she startedte•icamit pa brunette' sod with a smile "Then
Members note change of dote.
when the fuss dam down she can
la.aan hour Pictures were made ano leosons ,again. '
•
get marrad. She has a good exof the group.
"All of a, sudden teaching was :
The club will meet with Mrs. like snubbing. the floor or some- cuse for not hoeing a glarnorus
career."
New
Con Milstead on Friday, Apral 15. thing," Bess lined.
'The
same
one o'clock an the afternoon. friends wooled ii kno,c how c .1 e
Bess rave up hei hopes to be a
New
bag
Evegone is invited to attend,
1 vo,s teacool., 1v to.1esM)s. Ticy
.ra.‘eri -"unite because' it c....sk too
M.- a..i:qrs. Bobby J s Sims.
-, much time aUsy from her family.
33c
221 "Woodlawn, are the
Pa:'eatt of I
iNow she co-stars_ on a ch.yume
sun, Da).d Edward. weispung,
Seeci
lotus stare, -The Big Payoff."
V-4111 pounds 12 ounces, barn at
"1 got out of at all pretty 'Antne. Murray
Hospital
Sunday.
scarred.' she, admitted. "But it
Mareh
'• • • •
A downier. Dora "Caroline.
wegadig
seven
panda
eight
ounces voes born to Mr. and Mrs.
Crunch., 14-oz:
35(
•e.Rua. Henderson of Hardin
can
ituute °lie. ULS Solmay, Mar'
t the Sdurniy Hospital.
Beets, 303
-* • • •
Mr. aid Mrs. Eugene Oscar
Sowell of Calvert City Route Two
29c
pkg.
announce the both ot a dougnter,
Nao-• weighing e4Irit pounds, ourn
Camay Soap, Four 10c
at Leo !dui ilry Husipital Wednesday.
Call 479
Aaron 9.

Thursday. Maxels 11
'
11.1`b N. Cana Wiseriart opened her
The
Wadesboro, Homenoikers
pc.oe on Woodlawn for the meetjig of he MISF•lonary C:11:le of Club will meet sfith Mrs. Or as
held Bedwoll at one o'clock.
Mission
the ri%e Point
three
Toursdayi Marel10. at
• • • •
,n ,tne afteriao,or

111150..a Is asasein.
..../71411111•4141.1me

Sill

$1 95
50or 100, 15

BILBREY'S

PRICE •

4 00 x 19

5 00 x

$14.75*

15

14.75*

550*16

1495'

6 00* 16
•

16.95*

CARS and LHOME
U
210 F. Main Phone 886

•
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LATE YULE FORNANCY, BEDFAST 2 MORE YEARS

Leo The Lip
Still The
Same Old Lip
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK all —That old saw
conperning the inability to dry
clean a leopard apparently still
holds today in the case of Leonidas
Ernest Durocher.

Both Flowers and Food
Thrive in This Garden

,
WARNS OF 'ASIATIC MUNICH'
'

I• ALYSSUM
2- PiTtittlA
3- CENTAUREA
4-ZINNIA
5- CALLIORSiS

yoer

The New
Giants' dandy
little leader, or little dandy. if you
prefer. of late has been avoiding
controversy with almost agnelic
aplomb. Whether it was mental or
muscular, the erstwhile 'Lip refused even a small pants* of shubarb.
Why, the man wouldn't even
argue with the Brooklyn Dodgers.
NANCY MORICONI, 3, is treated to a belated Christmas by her parents, Mr. arid Mrs, George Moricool, and sister Mary, 18 months, at Medford. Mass Nancy is home from a hospital after a spinal
tumor operation and will have to stay abed for two years, then learn to walk again. (international)
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A Peaceful Settlement
Just last week, Leo was given
an opening to start a real
debate
with Manager Walt Alston of
the
Brooks anent remarks which Durocher allegedly made concerning
several Dodger players. Leo, instead, spread his new brand of oil
on the frothy waters and
purportedly quoth:
'Leave us settle this thing on
• the
greensward.'
But, it is apparent, the congregation was • bit premature.
Now it can be told: The Lip
is still the Lip.
Confirmation came Sunday when
the Giants played an exhibition
game with the Indians, pitcher Al
Worthington plunked a fast ball
against Wally Westlake's head and
Al Rosen and Durocher became involved in a bit of head butting.
. Westlake and Worthington apologized. •Durocher and Rosen didn't
and it is considered highly improbable that they will.
Back In Shell
Durocher. who has known trouble
in large quantities throughtout
a.career rarely marked by serenity, after the incident was back
in his 'latest role of hail fellow
misunderstood.
'Sure, I kid Rosen now and
then,' Leo deprecated. 'He wears
th:Sse Shiite s1oevis"16 show his
muscles and we yell at him: 'Flex
your muscles. Al. Show 'em how
strong you are.' But that's all.'
Leo insists that he has warned
his Giants against needling the Indians about the World Serses. You
can understand why he shied away
from an argument with the Brooklyns. The Giants, after all, as the
defending champions will be the

Warns Prinaiss
I

REP. JAMES P. RICHARDS, House foreign affairs chairman, points
to map of the Orient in Weishington as he warns House members
that any agreement by the U. S. which would abandon Matsu
and Quemoy islands to the Chinese Communists In return for a
cease-lire would be an Asiatic Munich." Said Richards, "We lost
tremendous prestige—what Asiatics call face—by the truce we
signed in Korea and still more by what happened in Indochina,
where half the country WWI given up to the Chinese Reds. W.
(laterna.tional Sound photo)
isn't stand another loss bite that."

When space is limited an attractive garden can be made where
vegetables and lowers grow together.
A treat for eyes as well as
appetites, can be enjoyed by
...one gardeners who place on
their tables flowers as well as
vegetables grown in their own
gardens.
Not that a well-kept vegetable garden with its straight rows
of plants in varying tones of
green.; needs floral adornment.
It delights the heart of its pos.
sessor to look upon it.
But in the eyes of a visiting
friend it may be even more
beautiful, if among the vegetable plants and along the paths
and boundaries, flowers have
been skilfully placed.
Flowers like to grow in a
vegetable garden. They like the
sunshine, the regular watering,
abundant room, the clean cultivation. These are conditions
rarely found in crowded borders. too often overshaded.
This is so true that many
flower specialists, who start out
growing their favorites in decorative borders, for landscape
effect, soon abandon this method in favor of straight rows,
which are so easy to keep clear
of weeds. to water and fertilize,

and which insure each plant an
abundance of reot-room.
Instead of landscape effect,
they find their pleasure in perfeat plants, and ideal flowers
which are usually cut and.carried into the house to enjoy.
Much the same attitudeohould
govern the amateur who selects
flowers to grow in vegetable
garden rows. They should be the
kind that make tine cut flowers,
growiug upright on strong, long
stems. These will keep their
proper place, and will not interfere with cultivating.
On the boundaries of the garden, and bordering the paths,
sprawling plants can be grown,
but keep them out of the row
section. The plan which accompanies this discussion shows an
attractive way to lay out the
vegetable, plot. Alyssum and
petunias are used for border
iglanting: bachelor buttons, calTiopsis and giant zinnias for row
planting. These are all excel.
lent subjects for the purpose,
and should be included in any
planting, but there are many
other annual flowers from which
you may choose, in order to
adapt the same idea to your
own garden.

defeat:ling champions will be the
National Leagues prime target
this season. Obviously it won't help
any to have Brooklyn mad to boot.
As for the incident wtih Cleveland, it probably mere'l serves to
tilpvt•16,0it, essokeastfr ltiscOls'and
that the Lip is still the Lip.'

Not everyiody. in
Calloway county s:1b.
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
evorybody reads it.
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MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
March 15, 1955
TOTAL HEAD 1156
Good Quality Fat Steers
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows. Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

$19.00-21.00
15.00-21.30
10.00-12.00
6.00- 9.50
14.25 down

VEALS —
Fancy Veals
No. 1 Vea Is
No. 2 Veals
Throw outs
HOGS —
It

25.00
23.90
21.75
6.00-19.30

180 to 225 pounds

,

15.65
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Most Power
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more powerStrato-Streak
k'-8
price— with than any' other delivers
the
car at
its
Pontiac
greatest

"OlItY SOLUTION" to the romano• of BriUsin'a Princess
C,apL
Peter
Margaret and
Townsend Is for her to give up
any plans to marry him declared Bishop Allred Blunt
(above) of the Church of England. Bishop Blunt made the
first official disclosure to 1936
of the romance between the
then King IDdwarcl VILI and
Walls Simpson. (leternattonai)
--

history!

economy in

You can bay
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_ _— Pontiac forbig, power.
many models of less than
priced cars orthe loweststripped
economy
. priced models of highermakes!

French 'First lady'
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and
Pontiac.
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but oaf 01 food orauad ol

• 30% Mere I/web% Crash Feel
,
0
li, ,p0
Steweepe Spec.? II Cy
'had more .0,,ge•ofed specs.
a

• Tree aetemeask Oefrostles1

riedesved a coal
11111,fflyft1 froS"cl.

Newest of all
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• Cools lees*, Keeps fowl fresh/
ediORS
system flows
0.1 molly to lisp food fresh !pager.
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• 20% Lau C.asI Pf,ced 20'I. Iowa. Assn
deluxe refrogerofo,s, ye/ age,, deluxe
axtlus.xes 1.1.• Gaston Sa,a9 Out tea,„;

We have it!
e

Kftwland 'Refrigeration Service
110 So. 12th

Phone 1350

—
First showing in town.-Imagin• a refrigerator this big

telt

only
sony

95
$299

In buy

—

"'"fhlY Seri"'

Look High and Low
PICTURED 'niter Farts home is
Mine Edger Faure who, for the
eccond time In three years, finds
herself taking on the social obligations of a French Premier's
wife. She said the return of her
husband to the post of Prime
Minister had one drawback. Her
daughter Sylvie. 18, is a medical
student at the Sorbonne Gniversity and "finds It embarrassing
to DAVI a Premier as a father."

1... and You'll Go Pontiac!
•

MAIN STREET MOTORS
1406 W. Main Street

Murray, Ky.
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Beauty Winners
-

• The kind of food that cost 25
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
percent cif a typical family's takeUnited Press Staff Correspondent
home pay in she 1920's could be
NEW YORK 3// -The 'folks
\11
bought today for 17 percent of the!
beck home expeet too much of
traftef
he u.am
riew arne
s.ilyiire,
onei.
local beauty maitest Winners. a
lt of Ai'iformer -MISS America complains.
culture.
so MaishatLan is full of beauties
•
in heartbreaking pursuit of big
American fannies coirtinue to
tune careers.
spend about ontsfourth .of their
Thursday. March 17
the program.
Mrs Jaine,s Nesbitt was hostem
Wilthart tilieneri her
They try to got a television part income far food, just as they did
•• • • • •
The
Wadeorv
Homen.akers
101 the meeting ut the West or a
tstine on Wocdlawn for: the meetstage role or a model's job in the twentates, but they are
Club
will
biLsoorfary
meet
Homemakers
with
Circle of
The Home Department of the Hazel
Mrs. Ocus
ing oe.,, the
Club held on the strength of -their Silvet
cups gett.:lig a greater variety of foods
Bedwell
P•aie Mission
at one o'clock.
held
Murray Woinan's Club will hold Fricluy, Martmn 11, at ten o'..lock and second-place
the
ribbon..
with higher nutritive value. Modan*.
near
Inc
in
TnurridaY.
annual
its
potluck
10. al
lonclieon
three
at
'They're
•
embarrassed to go back ern diets
• •
•
o'clock in Inc afternesen
The ateeting was
the club house at one o'clock.
milled to aSote without doing something big' protective contain more of the
foods - - such as mdat.
•
• • • •
order by the presinent, Mrs. Otto explained
Tne program fel
The Wenian a Association of trie.
1, afternoon
Bess, Myerson, Miss a
nu
nd
lk, m
eg
agns
y Inrlintar,e
vertareetabt,l,c1s:
in.
immbers
on+
'1
en
two
and
Monday,
March
was vety ..by p •
d en Mrs. C,Allege Presbyterain Onur.h at.1
21
America• re 1945. "They got such
griteeenms
rite
I
slam-v(1
vusrors
althe
Murray
roll
cell
Manufacturing
Parker
meet wg-h Mrs. B. F. Seherf.....s
a big sendoff from the hometown chasod in re•ady,:to-eat or !Lady
Wives Club will have a dinner by telling what she enjoyed niost
Presee.:
sever -thirty o'clot-k.
you know, roses from the to-cook form.
doors.
trlessmg at the Guest House at six in tne out of
nine
• - U.
Ms. Herbert Hailpert
mayor and all livid sort of thing.
Mrs. Henry Dun ias gave the They feel they just can't go
back
•
•
•
•
devotion aimn
s. Bub Moore and teach sciheiel or work in a
FRESHEN VEGETABLES
The Young Women's Class of lerwing the groap in prayer. Mrs. depa(311Cflt store."
the First Baptist Church. Mrs, Loneta Wren( who wore,* was
Bess, a sax-foot 'beauty with a
To freshen skettly wilted vege.t G. Outland. teacher, *nil meet, the REA. in Mayfield gave an Mee television job, is
happily martables soak Them for an hour or
at the home of Mrs. Rubin James interesting talk on "Electlic
six-year-old
tied
a
bas
daughsad
WILLIAM ELLIOTT • JOHN CARROLL
So In cold water to tirtuch smie
seven-tturty O'CIOCIL
izig and Ilectric Appliances.ter. but she is daily reminded by
• • • •
CATHERINE McLEOD
4..earcleifilig and landscape notes teleptiune calla of the hazards of vinegar 01- lemon juice has beeu
Penny Homemakers Club were given by Mts. T. W. Nes- winning or almost winning beauty added.
- •••,-.- at
•• e-anney utioea oat Mrs. Ellis Paactiall gave a ton4ests.
;bet.
•Mrs. Elmo B. d edort on the advisoi y caunc.1 "Girls call Inc because they expect t si much of beauty conMIZE, XliS
J:
- ,etng and mid the club's at- know I won a beauty cantest once test winners"
.
She credits the fact that she got
1,-:-..dance was lower
the
Last and ask me to help them get into
p it$1.iv6
•
Marels 22
quu umer.
television," she said "I'm embar- her :eot back on solid ground after
the whirlwind year of being the
iteneinakers
Mrs. Henry Durnos finished her rassed. I can't help them.'
antn Mis Calvin
istion's top beauty to "coming
port .41 Fait ..- I lio.ne Week.
She recalled she taught Piano
at one
.
-truir
.
MI's. Bob Moo:e
e Lie lesson lessons to help pay her way back home and .getting married."
,••1 "Buying Shoes' and Purses." through, college, and het friends Her h.nne was New York City.
The Alpha Department of th.!., Nina Raeinel Rots land was present
"The best thing that con hapwere impressed with her talent.
Murray Woman
Club
erect for .the *meeting.
Then she won the Miss America pen to a beauty contest winner Is
at the Club House at 2 30
o'clock : Noah member brought a basket (moistest, and later, after she was to be engaged." use statuesque
Maren 19th.
lunch whi.h was apt cad at the married, sh/e' started teaching pi- brunette said with a smile. "Then
Members note change of dote.
-when the fuss dies down she can
! Loon hour. Pictures were 'nsadea ano lessons again.
•
• • • •
of the group.
"All of Tr sudden teaching was : get married. She tu.ma a good exThe club will meet with Mrs. like scrubbing* the floor or some- ctu‘e for not hewing a glamor as
Career.
"
New Texas Large Sweet Onions
lb. 10,
Con Malstead on Friday. April 15. thing.- Bess said.
"The .same
one o'clock in the afternoon. blinds earned to know how c ..1
1,1 is
gave up het
Bess
New fled Triumph Potatoes, 4 lb. bag
30c
Everyone is invitoi to attend.
I was teammie pout. lesso.,s Tin-y c•.ncbrt piamet th1.1 31.0e It took
M: „eat Mrs. Bobby J.e. sine
Old Potatoes, eating. 10 lbs.
33c
much tune ateray from her famay.
221 Woodtawn. are the parents • :
1••
N•rw she cu-stars on a daytime
a eat._ Daval Edward we.grung
:..'eett,CobbIeri or Triumphs, 15 lb. select
55(
QUIZ show, "The Big Payoff."
..ght pounds 12 ounces, born at
• `I got out of it all pretty unrile
Murray Hospital ereuvlaY.
• -r-teal "Tea, 16 bags
- scarred::- she azkust;ed. "But it
March
•-7-,
• • • •
Welch'; Fruit of the Vine Grape Preserves,
A
daughter..
Deora
Beautiful- Jar
Caroline,
29c
a41,,tug
seven paands eight
Klavor-Kist Special Pecan Crunch, 14-oz. pkg. 354.
was barn to Mr. and Mr•
Ro,y Hencleivon of Haru.
Dinner Party 303 can Whole Beets
15.
Route One on Sunday. Mar.,t 5.
d tne Murray lloapttaL
Red Robe Sweet Pickled Pickle Beets, 303 jar 15,

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1 .:0-W

llissionary Circle
holds Regular Meet '
.It Wisehart
vo.etLa
•

Mrs. James Nesbitt
Hostess For Meet
West Hazel Club

Social Calendar
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USED CARS
FOR SALE

to

1953 CHEVROLET BEL AIRE
This Sport Coupe has haw mileage and is
as nice as they come.

1950 BUICK SPECIAL, 4-DOOR
Light green color, with radio, heater and
white wall tires. This is a one-owner Murray ear and it's definitely worth the
money!

CAPITOL FRIDAY and SAT.

1951 FORD 4-DOOR CUSTOM
This is an 8-cylinder car with, radio, heater, overdrive and seat covers. It's a oneowner, city driven car and just as nice as
they come!

1949 CHEVROLET DELUXE CL. CP.E
This car is a nice dark blue, with radio,
heater, white walls and Ky. license. And
it's in the best Of condition!

GROCERY i

SWANN'S

If you are in need of a good used car, we
hope you ;ill shop around our lot and see
these and other good used car values we
have' to show you. We will see that you

Personals

Pie For The President

are satisfied and we will oppreciate your
business.

I

•

LAMPKINS

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
Large Stock

IN

K.
11(
th

(i•

Skippy Peanut Butter, 14-oz. jar

45(

New Nabisco Waverly Wafers, pkg.

29t

Camay Soap, Four 10c bars

28c

Bath Size Sweetheart Soap, 4 bars

37c

We Sell Fresh Large Eggs 3 doz.

$1.00

Parkas gives $75,000 worth of Television, radios.
write one line to jingle-we have blanks.
Cook with Heinz Catchup, $25.000 in cash prizes.
get entries here. 14-oz. bottle

28c

Sweet Texas Onion Plants, 33 bundles

25c

Lettuce Plants, 541 in a bunch

25c

Snowdrift Shortening with 15c coupon inside

80c

Pilgrim Coffee. 1 lb.

65c

Red Rio, 3 lb. bag

• CURED

MEATS

29(

Jowls, smoked sugar cured, lb.

25c

Bacon, Sliced, 3 lbs.

98c

Bacon, Slab, 3 to 4 lb. piece
• FRESH

MEATS

•

‘ket, lb.

Roast. to) ,., 441..y. chuck ete shoeskler. lb. 38c

So. 3 rd and Maple Sta.

"The Best

4100111111t OF Mal
asimmis Wasy-ww4441.411
tt• wall 44 wadies 1/
lamas. 4 tomisok 'wows
braes.
$71.30

at

iCk L.IIE
featuring the famous

SURE-GRIP 0-15
Sale priced at only ...

95

ph,, ro• end
r•aappobl. Ii,.
Soe 9.24
A ply rating

TOP SPRING PLOWING VALUE!
valm , at tla. regular price
- and now for our big sales event. we
give von a wonderful boy on this great
Sere-Grip 1)-13. !lorry - get more
1.4111.. Ifity..!,r wear at this sale price.
Aimimtstauditig

FRIDAY
and SAT.

SPICIAL LOW PINCIS ON OMR Sills TO01

Amp

4.
arita

ti

WERE

LITTLE CREAM

DIFFERENCE
IN
MILK

AIMED
AT
ONE
BADGE!

• CREAM PAAKES A
9;6 PIFPEREmcE

MAKES A
BIG

IN

AkARGARtNE
TOO
•
/

TASTE THE
DISFERENCE CREAM
MAKES IN CREAMOme ONLY
MARGARINE
MADE WITH
CREAM

M ae 4,.

elto4.4/ 519•44.61. "3. 1,1•,.4.4

•

ItY (SUNG
4
4
4
4

6

PRICE •

57.45*
73.60*
83.65*102.95.

FARM RIB FRONT
by

ON -THE-FARM
SERVICE - PHONE 0000
WE'LL

BE

RIGHT

-....
,.., ON),

SIZE

GE3R6i

VITGOMERY

DORONY

)igrallte give picot v ol trouble•all.lf
triple
ohs moan
1- We
easter

MEW.

(

!MIMI%

•I• nog, trr tread means
it,( traction arid flotition. Get
I .• rani, •Rd, Fp,vumt flow

LAST TIMES TONIGHT

I/McKie
.

1

OUT

..s.,,
. ,. „,Tpr,cedo

GOODAEAR

atil c.earn •••4 suotelard eat, 14'000 s,ti .4

SI

SIZE

10-24
10-28
10-38
11-38
12.38

Sensational new "out front" vtque!

JUST

U
•

Phone 519

For Less"

SPRING FARM 1:JRE:

3/4 cup Switt's Sin,rleat laid
1/3cup water
salt and sift again. Add 113 c.q.,
the prepared flour to ware. te form a paste Blend tne lard vitt,!he
in the paste mixture biding rt in with
Aour until ciumbly
i weft Shag,into a bill and disad• Into
until it goes t•
a
twe equal portions. R
. one portion until I'l-inch theck, spited
rao a
tale
:1.A lard and fold into • pocketbook form
b o
srpooira4e'
srh.
r;
ooneaartf IhJobe,
t:fiii,t,i,p
nci
.e in par. Take ise
11 I to size
.
cut jot'. halfalA roll out the •.•
ints,
st
pastry
-.-Ah
t.
arid
ire into proe n
•
.• •
a.: .-..-cif
•riel put ea
•

a

Ammaivi;r,

A

Dewey Lampkins, Jr.

GOODAEAR

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS - Pie for the President is removed
the oven by Champion Cherry Pie Queen Marjorie Canipbell, 17yea.-old high school senior from Red Hook, New York. Pretty,
vivacious Marjorie won her title in a stiff competition with pie baklads champions from all 48 states and Hawaii.
Following the national competition, Marjorie Sew to Wasnm,t0n,
D C white she pr. sentrd her winning pie to President Eisenhower.
Here's the recipe for this winning pie which was named the 6„.st
cherry pie of the year.
Lik.....14it.0 Cherry Ile

••••1•1111••••••••••
,•••••••••

-No••••••

•

Slop-Look-SaveI

Sausage, hot or regular, one lb. roll 30c-3 Los. 88t
Lard, 50 lb. (an
$6.50
1,1.111,

15th at Poplar - Call 479

2
Cscups
cu.i
.
'pastry flour
I tea)poen salt
Sift and measure flour. add

each -35,

Ground Beef, freshly ground, lean Pure. 3 lbs. 98c
Mutton. forequarter, lb.
35c

I.

Dewey Lampkins, Sr.

34 cup suer,
ap
a:Carined red sour cherries
4
1Ficlh
1/4 teaspoon s-lt
2 3 cup cherry juice
4 drops almond Cr. act
3 tablespoons cornstarch
Combine cornstarch, sager arid salt and 11,1x well Add
juice slowly, stirring la mr-ke it smooth. Cook until thicaene.i, add
cherries arid cool while preparmi; the crust.

•

Motor' Sale

;LOWER SOP

88c

Bacon Squares, sliced and derind, lb.

Beef

Judy Eareene is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs W111ada, B. Beane,
Illur.a) Route Three. for these
daughter. weign.ng stir poui.ds 11
ounces. born at the Murray Hospital Saturday. March 12.

$1.95

Coffee Shop Coffee, tin can

Steyr Beef. , in .),

Mr. aid Mrs. Eugene Oscar
Sowell of Calvert City Route Two
aTir.ounce the bath (a a cklugnter,
Nuts.. WVI,Lng earnt pounds, burn
at nit. Morley Hospital Wednesch.
Marcrt 9.
• • • •
Mr. ana Mrs.
Alfred
Hugh •
Murdock of Murray Route One I
are the parents of a son. Willion,
Ea4ard. weigning seven p.,u,
tae Murray Hospital he,
(Lay. March 14.

95

$11

r•coppabl•
Mae 4.411

BILBREY,

•

co PY F/IDED -c0.12/ F4 P52
-C°(
19
/1 F4 OF D

-

4.00 x 19

PRICE

5.50 x 16

$14.75*
14.75*
1495*

6.00 x 16

16,95'

5.00 x 15

CARS
SUPPLY

E

210 F. Main Phone 886

V

a

%me

.1116011{.11111•11.11•••••••••1

,.
LATE YULE FOR NANCY, BEDFAST 2 MORE YEARS

ita
0•0•00.

Leo The Lip
Still The
Same Old Lip
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ,1PI —That old saw
congerning the inability to dry
clean a leopard apparently still
holds today in the case of Leonidas
Ernest Duroeher,

Both Flowers and Food
Thrive in This Garden

WARNS OF 'ASIATIC MUNICH'

I- ALYSSUM
2- PiT0NIA
3-CENTAul/CA
4-ZINNIA
6- CALLIORSiS

The New York Giants' dandy
little leader. or little dandy, if you
prefer, of late has been avoiding
controversy with almost agnelic
aplomb. Whether it was mental or
muscular, the erstwhile 'Lip refused even a small portioit of slitsbarb.
Why, the man wouldn't even
argue with the Brooklyn Dodgers..
NANCY MORICONI, 3, Is treated to a belated Christmas by her parents, Mr. and Mn. George Moricorn, and sister Mary, 18 months, at Medford, Mass. Nancy Is home from a hospital after a spinal
tumor operation and will have to stay abed for two years, then learn to walk again. (laternational)
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A treat for eyes as well as
appetites, can be enjbyed by
,..,me gardeners who place on
Just last week, Leo was given
their tables flowers as well as
an opening to start a real debate
vegetables grown in their own
with Manager Walt Alston of
the
gardens.
Brooks anent remarks which DuNot that a well-kept vegetarocher allegedly made concerning
ble garden with its straight rows
several Dodger players. Leo, inof plants in varying tones of
stead, spread his new brand of oil
green, needs floral adornment.
on the frothy waters and .
It delights the heart of its pospurport• sessor to look upon it.
edly quoth:
But in the eyes of a visiting
'Leave us settle this thing on
friend it may be even more
the greensward.'
beautiful, if among the vegetaBut, it is apparent, the congreble plants and along the paths
gation was a bit premature.
and boundaries, flowers have
Now it can be told: The Lip
been skilfully placed.
is still the Lip.
Flowers like to grow in a
Confirmation came Sunday when
vegetable garden. They like the
the Giants played an exhibition
sunshine, the regular watering.
game with the Indians, pitcher Al
abundant room, the clean culWorthington plunked a fast ball
tivation. These are conditions
against Wally Westlake's head and
rarely found in crowded borAl Rosen and Durocher became inders, too often overshaded.
volved in a bit of head butting.
This is so true that many
flower specialists, who start out
Westlake and Worthington apologrowing their favorites in decgized. Durocher and Rosen didn't
orative borders, for landscape
and it is considered highly imeffect, soon abandon this methprobable that they will.
od in favor of straight rows,
Back In Shell
which are so easy to keep clear
rif weeds, to water and fertilize,
Durocher, who has known trouble
in large quantities throughtout
• career rarely marked by seren- defending champions will be ,the
ity. after the incident was back National League's prime target
In his latest role of had fellow this season. Obviously it won't help
misunderstood.
any to have Brooklyn mad to boot.
'Sure. I kid Rosen now and
As for the incident wtih Clevethen,' Leo deprecated. 'He wears land, it probably mere/ serves to
Uicise
sleeves"to show his Ors* Blot bias.evaill be- hopresnd
muscles and we yell at him: 'Flex
that the Lip ii still the Lte.
your muscles, Al. Show 'em how
strong you are: But that's all.'
Leo insists that he has warned
his Giants against needling the Indians about the World Series. You
can understand why he shied away
from an argument with the Brooklyns. The Giants, after all, as the
defending champions will be the
A Peaceful settlement

and which insure each plant an
abundance of root-room.
Instead of landscape effect,
they find their pleasure in perfect plants, and ideal flowers
which are. usually cut and carried into the house. to enjoy.
Much the same attitude should
govern the amateur who selects
flowers to grow in vegetable
garden rows. They should be the
kind that make fine cut flowers,
growing upright on strong, long
stems. These will keep their
proper place, and will not interfere with cultivating.
On the boundaries of the garden, and bordering the paths,
sprawling plants can be grown,
but keep them out of the row
section. The plan which accompanies this discussion shows an
attractive way to lay out the
vegetable. plot. Alyssum and
petunias are used for border
slanting: bachelor buttons, cal.
Tiopsis and giant zinnias for row
planting. These are all excel..
lent subjects fur the purpose,
and should be included in any
planting, but there are many
other annual flowers from which
you may choose, in order to
adapt the same idea to your
own garden.
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-Warns Princtis

— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
March

LIFE

world premier
MiC4/1

clkaPolgif rimfoff,

bettittihtodak

'ONLY SOLUTION" to the roManes of Britain's Princess
Capt. Peter
Margaret and
Toerasend la for hem to give up
any plans to marry him, declared Bishop Alfred Blunt
(above) of tha Church of England. Bishop Blunt made this
first official disclosure in 1936
of the romance between th•
then King letivre.rd VIII and
wawa Simpson. (International)
—-

Good

Fat Steers

Canners and
BtriIs
VEALS —

No4 1

Veads

25.00

Veal

.. •

No. 2 Veals

• IS

•

etr,
it

Mod more .ef..geroted too.c

Tree Avewnerk Defrosting/
,
/, ,edepor 0,
1 ,o cool
N•mest of 011 s•t1J
w4h
hostmg,

6.00-19.30

HOGS —
180 to 225 pounds

4's

S • •••

1
Biggest Car
Priced So Near
• the
Lowest!
Pontia, -.
L.2- or
to 8
1.21' w
heellkase is
Jose
longer Oast)
6'S
-price
any of
three."
tho
•

9

Most Disti
Alb' At Any nctive Styling
Price!
No

matter
yoU can't how much you
at
mch
tor .3 Cat,
Of Pont
the years
iac's
-she-lid beauty
Vogue Two Twin-Streak
-Tone colorsist
dinction and

3• inMostits Power Per Dollar
l'ontiat

Field!

Str
ato-St mak
more
power than
V-8
prke—
any
dekvera
with the
other
car'st
Pontiac
greatest ccon.1, its
history!

4• You can buy a big, powerPontiac for
many models of less than
the lowest
Pricedcars or
economy models stripped
priced makes! of higher-

.
mairiset master,
• Cash /vilely, Keeps Pe*/ Fresh,
fleive,t sod.ont cooing syste.. Cows mo4t
• tt.,eoly to seep food fr•sh looger.
• 20% Loss Cowl P.red 20 •!. Iowa. 04v.
•
refrogerotort, yet offers deluxe
0.Clutorin Lie Giifin
$41,1
,
11111.;

We have it!

nps-land Refrigeration Service
110 So. 12th

Look High and Low

Phone 1350

First showing in town...
Imagine a refrigerator this big fdr only
•
,
,,y

/6

299—"
buy vet* "AP monthly forme.

SI

PICTURED in ;her Tarts home la
Mme. Edger
who, for the
Iseeoed time in three years,finds
herself taking on the social obilgallons of a French Premier',
Wife. She said the return of her
husband to the post of Prime
Minister, had one drawbeck. Her
daughter Sylvie. 18, Is a medical
student at the Sorbonne Cniverally and "finds It embarrassing
to have. Premier as a father.*

nure.

1... and You'll Go Pontiac!

MAIN STREET MOTORS
1406 W. Main Street

Murray, Ky.

•,--..wasupognowpoponnompnorw—, •

•

23.90
21.75

Throwouts

fr ttttt 36 q•
Gditon ice
but not It.. food orov,
d 01

Mere Useable fresh Fowl
• 30%
Perigee Spate II cc 0 mdb che g.oci of

6.00- 9.50
14.25 down

•

,
• lea From.Compartment/ E•,1,,I;•.
tubes,

10.00-12.00

Cutters

COM(
1•00r1 .
.•
and drive
i'nntiae. You'll
and price
is setting
quickly see
new sales
why
tia
Pope
records!,

new

$19.00-21.00
15.00-21.30

Fat Cows. Beef Type

eke*,

French 'First Lady'

Quality

Baby Beeves

Here's why
Pontiac Sales
are at an

••

15, 1955

TOTAL HEAD 1156

Fancy

Km cent talkaround..ae
••
•
•••••••••••••• •

You saw it in this week's

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.

Not everyody in
Calloway county sub•
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
-everybody reads it.

\oss\i1e6
9:

REP. JAMES P. RICHARDS, House foreign affairs chairman, points
to map of the Orient in Washington 83 he warns House members
that any agreement by the U. S. which would abandon Matsu
and Quemoy islands to the Chinese Communists in return for a
cease-tire would be "an Asiatic Munich." Said Richards, We lost
tremendous prestige—what Asiatics call face—by the truce we
signed in Korea and still more by what happened in Indochina,
where half the country was given up to the Chinese Reds. We
:an't stand another loss his that."
(h.terna:tonal,Soundpiuoto)

When space is limited an attractive garden can be made where
vegetables and Rowers grow together.

.. 15.65
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BelkarSettle Company

TIMRSDAr MARC!! 17,195
5

Offers A Complete Select ion
For Spring
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Whether it is for Mother or Da
ughter or for the Miss in
college, Belk-Settle has a comple
te selection of Spring
clothing and accessories. Why
not come in today and see
the Spring filled suits and dresse
s at the Belk-Settle Cornpany.
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Visit Us Today
WIL

$1.98
to $7.95
Øb

I
Get a head start on spring
...
with one of our exciti
say "Hello" to a new ng hats that
Come in and see themseason!
all!
S

h
iurresses
Iv

14
New

LADIES NEW

New

SPRING

Old

Dresses
$495 to $1950

LADIES NEW SPRING BLOUSE
S
Short and Long Sleeves $1.98 to $3.9
0

Seed
Ten(
Wel

IN

Ladies New Spring Crepe Blouse
s

Kla•

Short Sleeve - Pretty Asst'd
Colors

Din

$1.98 to $3.95

'LI

Re
K.
nt
tb

Ski
Car
Bat

Co.
get

we's'

Re

or

11

Spring Toppers

New Spring Styles $4.9
5 S14.95

$995 to $595

Ba
Jo

LADIES BLUE SWAN SLIP
S
S2.95 to $5.95

Ba
Bs

MAIDEN FORM BRAS . . . .
$2.00
Maiden Form Strapless Bras .
$3.50

St

B.

Childrens

Sub-Teen Dresses

$1 _ $198 _ $195 _ $395

Acetate - Nylon

a

$7.95

Ladies BEDROOM SHOES 98c-$2.95
Ladies White Tennis OXFORDS $1
.98
Black and White, Tan and White,
Whi
Soles, Solid White with Red Rubberte Crept
Soles

with a
brand-mw shape
Children's School Shoes .
Children's Red Riding

L

$1.98 $2.95
Hood

Oxfords - Straps - Patent Lea
Latest Spring Styles $3.95 an ther
d $4.95
Children's New

Spring Dress Shoes'
$295 $395 $495

$8.95-

$10.95

$12.95

Ladies' New Spring Suits
Good Values - Good Styles and Colors
195° to $34"
Ladies New Spring Oxfords

Si

$1095

Childrens

Regular

Ladies Seamprufe Slips
Cotton _

Co

$795

A Must in Every Lad
ies Wardrobe!

Ladies Cotton Slips
Half

a

$595

Nylon - Cotton and Rayon Panties
25c
39c
59c
79c

Par
wri

37

Cotton Dresses

Large Selection Children's

We

Pil

LADIES NEW SPRING

LADIES NYLON PANTIES . . $1
to $1.98
LADIES RAYON PANTIES . . 59
c - 79c

Nev

th

a

Newest Styles and Col
ors

$4.95 and $5.95
LADIES NEW

Spring Dress Shoes
Red - Navy - Black - Patent

$3.95 to 59•95
Ladies New Spring Shoes
Flats - Loafers - Moccasins

$198

$295

$395

$495

Ladies New Spring Skirts
Lovely Styles and Colors
$1.98 to 5.95
LADIES NEW SPR
ING

Hand Bags
All Colors, Shapes
and Styles

$1 $159 1
'
98 $ 95 $495
Beautiful feature fashio
ns to shine in the Easter
Parade,
yet sure to be style-wi
se
lon
g
r. wiso•CILlift
afterwards. Buy your corne
plete wardrobe here at our thrifty prices.
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TARCIT 117,191‘
5

youcivi

59c51

OWE

WANT

Vg°

FOR SALE: GUARANTEED 610-16 POR SALE: USED DORMEYER
used tires. ,Deep treat, perfect. No electric mike; with Juicer, gool
rec-..ps or 'repairs. Bilbrey's Good- condition, $10.00. *
Bird Cass with stand - Almost
111SC
R
SALE: OAK DESK $2013'4:61%
new $6.50. Call '55 days 1103
low and white formal $10. Both I
I nights.
TI"
client condition. Wanda Eewin, FOR
SALE: " BABY
GRAND
Miller. Call 666-M.
1119C P134,:l. Good eind•-tion. Also bsby
bed. Ption
'
e 711.
M19C

FOR SALE

_

NOTICE

-

REDIA'ED TO CLEAR
FOR SALE: AUCTION
SALE: I LAN DSCRAPE MATE1t1A I., i'Vergreens., htignahas, Nanditht, RoteSuturday, March 191.11, 1:00 p.
l'4:11 or shine at Mrs. Edell, -Shane" bushes, Ventagr;en, Sleep manure,
it island's home 3 miles sautleavest Peratznosis. Barnett Nursery, 301
of 'Murray near Id.xtdes Chspel South Elan street. Tel. 112 Mn.
Church. W.11 ever.
1950
Case Alton Barnett, owner, ,TwentyOne Years Experience.
-6117C
tra.d.or. plow. disc, cultivatar,
leis, two row planter, rubber tau
wagon. mowing "mactune
horse "FLIBBERT11.11BSET' Children's
drawn, complete set of horse drawn play. Friday at 1:00 and 7:00 p.m.
tools, 2 wheel trailer, used' On. new Saturday 1:00 p.m. College AudiM19C
we:e, 2 (sibs of Cu"a, sure hay, torium. Adirussian 50 tents.
beds, quilts. living room suite.
MURRAY MOTJRS, INC.
Ifsed C. Lor
North 7th prh 402 Wier household items and small FREE: A 4-HOLE HOG FEEDER
R. L. Seaford, Ceylon Trevathan, touts Douglas Shoemaker, Atic- will be given as ciao! prize Frihoner.
ITC day „night. March 18 at 7:30 at
Cttarles Cochran

Dodge Pordor
SIDS 00
1952 Chevrolet Tudor
746.00
545 00
1951 Chevrolet Tudor
J951 Nash For•dor
1 Plymouth Fordor
445.00
952 Nash Rambler Wagon
566.00
These Cars Must Go
rhis Week
Come ii Friday or Saturday
and pick yours- but
at these la irittaIn pines

6

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD
1-Pueste••
6-Socohoestero
Indian
5-lIlil ii
moulmiln
12- Sari tri sd.an
13-Pres;

tt

*es

PUZZLE

32- Mesa
risoLorisust
24-COMecra IL.
3,-Coif mound
MI-Sheet at Fleas
35-See'it of
tit•g% IAA
•
41-City in
Alowlatta
voles,
44-Siccing
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er in
Siheria
be -Witty sartme
61- eneh le teat
62- -Decrease
62 -Worm
64 -Girl, name
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board
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15-Man'y
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45- Sea
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meeting held for Hog Raisers at
the Murray Hatchery: Ralph Edrington of Wayne Feed Co.- will
be gdest speaker. If you are interested in making more money
with hogs, please come.
Mak:
LAWNS MOWED: CALL 1020-R.
G.,
od power m-wers. Rotary type.
If you lose Lie nunih.,r. call information. She.ton Canady, West
.
Main and 17th.
M19P
SOB MOORE
NOTICE: CALL
416, for hauling as I have a Dodge
pickup, also carpenter repair work,
call Jim Sunder in Bub Moore,
M19P.
tel. 12.58-J.

DON'T FAIL TO REGISTER FOR
he 'FREE PONY to be given away
Spril 30. No obligations. Just
log.ister. Johnson Grmery, 512 So.
LOST: TAN
at,WHITE PUP,
12 St., phone 1975
A9C
,part sheppard, part hound. Weighs
Liobri, FORGET. G
AS, OIL Ac about 45 lb.. Last seen in the
College.
Call
.,esSories. Mech -nit on duty Ash- vicinity of the
TFC
land Service Station Itazel, Ky . 1318-W. •
John Cornmon
MEW

Loa & Foursci

_

I

Circular Gives Ways To
Control Tobacco Insects

I

CONVENIENT
SHELVES AND
BUTTER
BUILT-IN
ow
'DOOR!
CHEST IN
- 8 CUOIC FEET
!OF STORAGE

her to a dance at the-inn, and Dave troths:eel hisnself as John SteersRedgate and Dave's sister Amy., man, ;mud. -1 heasrel you alking to
and Dr. Parr, the Yonkers medical Joe
examiner, who was a friend of
Andrus sat forward. "You know
Dave's. No result. No one knew Brodsky."
the'
told
She
any Michael Brodsky
"Not by that name, sir. Btit I'm
story to a group while Ilegina was wondering. Would'you perhaps be
out of the room. Amy Reelgate, one entitling to Midnight Mike?"
ot their oldest friends, said, "Seems
Andrus learned that Midnight
to me I do know it., Sue, but I
SIdie wasn't dead. but Very much
can't connect it up . . ."
aliveeSteadman hed seen him ass
_ And there tor 24 hours the matthan a week ago. Mike had a
ter rested.
tnend who lived at 11 Stone. -1
Forty-tour Stone street was a
the house opposite. 1 forbroken-down lodging Souse on the lived in
his trierkl's name, Dead, sir."
north edge of Yonkers. There was get
Midnight
Mike had gotten his name
no Brodsky on any of the hells in
because he always went home at
the vestibule. lie rang them all,
before 12 o'clock, drunk or sober.
went to every door, hilt no one had
"He did odd jobs tor people,"
ever heard of p Michael Brodsky.
Steadman said. "As a side line he
A year and a halt ago? Nobody
kept goats and sold their milk."
CHAPTER FIVE
had lived there thst long. He asked
ANDUUS went to the taxi stand in neighboring stores, in a garage, . "Where does he live?"
"I," Steadman saiel, "was there
the gaiter There was no he talked to the policeman on the
only once, some ycav ago." Mid,
ab in. The passengers from the corner. Nothing.
!rain he had arrieed on were gone
At 8 o'clock he gave it up. went night Mike had a shack out in the
except for one woman 'pacing to downtown and hurl something to hills beyond what had once -been
expected
and fro. She bah evidently
eat. He went to the movies, then the garbage dump. He had built
to be met. Fier arms were full of took a room in a hotel near the the shtick himself. Andrus ought to
oundles. Her tare was faintly center of town. Had 1w run into find him there between 5 and 7.
iamihar. the looked t,t AnitAirs in- Brodslty on Oat •tught a year and He generalls. went home to feed the
differintly. Then her cheeks' went a halt ago? Was Brodsky the man goats after work and before h9
It'd red mad then gray. She turned who nail admonished rum when he went out for the evening.
"You go to the end tit Ramsey
away and took three runntng steps threw the flask?. "What do you
s ,itiong the walk. One of her parcels want to do a thing like that tor'!" road, then through the woods.
and
up
picked
it
dropped. 'Andrus
Had. Brodsky found the flask on There is a path. Anyone'will direct
recognized her. She was Mrs. Csis• his own7 Or Mtn
another man you . . ." After a tew more questions Andrus thanked him, gave
seriya Roger's nurse.
and, if bet, where and when?
money to the barman, said, "drinks
- A car that needed a coat at ptimi
In the morning tic sCnt a bellboy for Mr. Steadman," and left the
(-rime down the slope al -trapped.
swum Dwight was at the wheel out tor fresh linen and a razor, tavern.
Andrus tied a hard time finding
Mrs. Casserty snatched thP parcel Look a shower, fingered his chin,
Dorn Arolnis without q Word and and didn't use the razor. Ile'd do Mikes place. Darkness cattle, and
got nastily into the tech of the better with his fsce as a was gi he took' nevci have found it ex.
cep tor an airfield beacon. There
tar. 'Susan and Andrus suoked at that meighLorhond.
It wasn't until almost half past Zas movenient near him in the
(soli other. Aninis took the flask
from his pocket. He said, "I found 4 that afternoon that lie gut his darkness. He turned last, but not
knocked
)this in a pawnshop acrossTfrom nr.1 break. 41.ifitane street was in fast enough. A tim-d hlovi;
the station. Know anyone named the middle of the Lloek. At the him flat. A Merl snorting breath,
east end of it a, building on the the rank of a chain and a smell,
Michael Prodaliy, Will Dwight 7"
Susan was startled at the sight corner was Wing pulled dowril strong and •pungent: it teas one of
of Andrus. So he was din hanging, Dust and workmen and wheeliar• Midnight Mike's pets.
Beranibling to his feet, Andrus
here. She looked row.: • slim with "Joe's Tavern"
up
around
straight ahead of her through the lettered on it was tilted Mantua leaped up Some steps and knocked
windshield. "No. I don't know any boarding. Where Brodsky's name on the door at the' shack. Wlyari
had yielded nothing, Joe al Tavern there was no antwer he cponed the
had Brodsky. Why 7"
"Because Michael Brodsky *as a talisman that prospked in door and went inside., Tlie blackstygian. He -struck or,'
Palkfied that flask .two weeks after stant response. ,The brat person he ness was
near- 01 his last few nu'itches.' A rola.,
spoke to, the proprietor of
your nronevi"I never heard of anyone mimed by delicatessen, said: "Joe's place. table with an oil lamp on it sr,"
he moved. The new pir.ce Is down into being out of the hlackn. ,
Brodsky," Susan Aid and
kis elbow, clean and griddled. D.,
two sad turn left."
-dft.
, the owner had lit the lamp. The snuck room w.,..
At Joe's place.
A cab drifted down the hill. tie
got into it and said, "dl Stone St." never hcrird of a,kliellael Brudskty about 12 by 14. The flirnituse
nor find any of the other men. An- slated ot the Wee, an artachair
Susan stopped for a red light.
"Do you know any Michael Brod- drus carried a beer to I booth, sat with the staffing ortring'.0111,,tn a
back, lit a ctgaret -and looked up. dozen places, two streigtit..ehaira
sky?" she coked.
It seemed to her that Lulu Cas- A man with a scholarly time was with rungs and slats, critt,"a stove,
serly nesitated betore she said no. standing at the end of tte table. a few kitchen utensils' hung on tie
Everybody knew everybody else "May I?" tie waved a' courtly tine.' wall beside it, and a narrow cot
on th• Hill. That evening Susan boned hand that came out of a covered with faded quilts in Slut
6.s'ised a dozen people who dropped frayed coat sleeve with a rip in it. opposite corner. There' teas no sign
nothing to Uis
iii tor coektalls about Brodsky. She "Yes," Andruis wed,-"Sure.- lilt 51 MOM. -There was
•
Mit wait.
i; med Vdith anti Fredertrk and down. What'll you have?"
II;
!To
ano tip to take
Over s. drink the moti, who ink.s.tr y %vim,

,p

EA-SIEST TERMS
23.00
$2.00
Top trade-in allowance for

provide handy, upfront storage.

greatest storage spece
in the least floor s2ace.

•SUDS-OUT MEAT TRAY-

•GLAMOROUS COLORED
INTERIOR TRIM-inside

gives lg added pouRds
of sub-freezing storage.

is trimmed in Sea
Tone and White.

•RELVINATOR QUALITY
THROUGHOUlt- backed

•MILI-WID1'11 SLIDE-OUT
CRISPER.
--covered to
keep fruits and vegetables garden-fresh for

by more than 40 years
se:vice to Amen tan
homemakers.

days.

your present refrigerator

FOUR ROOM APARTMENT FOR
rent. see JaIlles E. Hug.ies. 504 Elm
St., call 523, or ciii 1922 after
live p. m.
MI9C

THIS IS A NEW 1955
MODEL RfFRIGERAi'ORI

FOR RENT: TWO LARGE OFfICE roam. $15 and $25 pet
month., Air conditioning added a;
small monthly payrrients. R
obert
Swann:

RILEY'S
4'510

FURNITURE
and APP. CO.

West Main St.

Phone 587
By Ernie Bushmillak

I WONDER
WI-I AT'S THE
MATTER
WITH HIM

WILL YOU TAKE
THIS MEDICINE
TO MR GOOF)
AT THE BANK ?

7/

pRuG v
-Cost

.04 11 hp
rtne•••••
•:.1 a,
•••-...• 5,44.. 0,

a

c
By

LIL' ABNER
Ali DON'T MEAN TO
SOUND CHEAP, DEAR,
BUT YORE TEARS IS
ROON IN' THEM BAGS
-AN'THEY
COSTS A
PENNY

(C-CAIN'T AFFORD THET WIG,DAISY
MAE-BUT AH GOT YO'SOME NICE
NEW PAPER LdAGS. HAVE A
ANY TIME "IOU GET
FRESH ONE.
$1,00o -I'LL BE
/
3
GLAD TO HE.-L
YOU!!

Al Capp

Ti.'/S B.REAKS Af-ti-/ HEARTT CA/A17"//001
U7 All
ro.
Al/LIATE A5",ELF7 /3Y '
Dtrif)
:231/N
/C1A
FO
C.:1771
E
iT
iN
.B-4
50
11U0
PU
8AV

APIF.CE.

•••
By

ABBIE an' SLATS

SLAT7)...TELL ME THE
DON'T YOU EVER LONG FOR THE
TOUCH OF A GIRL'S HA,ND,..IF YOU
WERE TO ASK ME IF / LONGED
FOR A CARESS FROM
A SO
HAVE
TO SAY...YES;
„r
TRJTH„,

ABEL, YOU'RE A NICE KID.
BUT I'VE GOT A GIRL, NAME
0' BECKY GaiOGGINS .
WE'RE GC:N STEADY, .EN
A MATTER OF FACT

UNTIL YOU'RE HOCKED, YOU'RE
ANYBODY'S FISH- PROVIDED 40
THE FOGI4T GAIT IS USED; I
DON'T DISCOURAGE
EASILY, SLATS SCRAPPLE.'

I.

o P/ F/1
P4-P -C617
//
1 P4 OE D

A wits

DOWN

44.

4

•BjZI.T-111 BUTTER CHEST •COLD -CLEAR -TO -TNEFLOOR DESIGN gives
AND DOOR SHELVES-

C" Y

•

•

.

(4
.

r IC

C pyryrt,t, ml. by Hetes
Duantould by sag nature toward&

.

SQ., Ft.
SHELF SPA cu:

Z2995

•
cloWn in Paramount's %lista • Vision
FOR RENT
1•• LEASE: BUSY- ' entertainseent
paek.re, "Three
NESS birkir g
gewj ionotion kw king stlreus." which ii due to
tnethess. Baxter r.Ibry open next Sande'', at the Vanity
i",
..; 41.
Theatre
NANCY

drove

4r
4-"
HOLDS- Soh LBS.
• 'OF FROZEN
FOOD-!

FOR RENT

roR -ttrirr: --er

Tett Her

i I

.tARL1INO

IF YOU WANT TO. RENT' A
washing meek ine, call Mrs. RichRENT: TWO
BEDROOM
A7C FOR
:in-loon, phone 74. k
- house. 1007 Payne St. Call 1117-R. L
A
C
SEVt.e.sa
idSINGER
'
16179PIT--Murray.
Far
representative
in
.
___
•_
-.
Sales, Sei:vice, 'Repair, contactROOM HOUSE,
Phone Olive St.
Irlsin
t" .11
Hail. 2113
Near College. f urnace,
electricity, 2 batiirsars, available
E
TEAACO SERVICE April 1. Call 738m2 or Sa3w1. Mlap
.,..011 udder new MArLigeini•nt,
Wilkerson owners
V. atson and
,ir business appre,-lateci. 4th &
MISP
stnurt.
_
I .1-5 W KATIiElt Pt IRTRAIT and
• ..inercial
photograptiv.
phena
,ning, one day
cc
iu.h
-quart.% Murray Phone 1439
Mtge
or 1073.

KELVINATOR

Brings You a BIG New
1955 Refrigerator at a
.
iisimpiv Small Refrigerator Price!

SIOTICE:
BLUE
1:3:ft D
CAFE
open
under
new
iniioastsi.ent.
Sandwiches, short rdcrs coffee S
Pia ...al says to increase recents Maxwell House Fred Wilkesm= turns from tobacco by battling
son Jr
insects to a standstill are outlined in • new circulat of the
MONUMENTS, SOislb GHATNITE,
Extension Service of the Univerlarge set seam] styles, s.zes. Call
sity of Kentucky College of Ag85. See at Calloway Moodmes!
rasuitrure and Hdr.e Economics.
works. Vester Orr, owner. W. st
Included are the approved ways
Main Sr. Neat College.
M30C
to dust or spray piards us the bed,
and „in the held, to destroy the
F.NVELOPES. ENVELOPES
EN common insects that begin their
velopes, up to 10 it IS Browr, dcatrudtfon almost as soon as the
„strap envelopes of any size. 11 seed sprouts iii the bed. The
you net . clasp erivelepesi call circtular /*so gives
suggestions aat the la aster and Titres, °Ric( bout vrays to discover the pests.
rtnient
t'criect ,f'•
sdPi.•5
-Insects ....mmonly found in plant
sauktng
bets include flea beetles. 'cuss
sasrms, green peach aphids, green
June SItsetie
grubs,
springtaiLs,
crane ...1y inaggats aid maggots of
n'A.s8sa- Many of these insects
FOR RENT: NICE 3 ROOM DU- alsn attack pi:ants in he field.
plex apt. Private bath, private
Killing insects in the soil before
entrance. Electric heat, 402 North the becks are seeded and tlicri
Fgrith street. Contact Loyd Work's keeping insects out with boards
mArt at Day and Night Cafe before and canvas help. to contra/ insects.
2:00 p. in. or phone 582. Alter Corneal "rneasures include burn2:00 p. in.
M17C ing. Steaming or fumigating trill,
bed.
FOR RENT: NESi FLOOR SANder. Edgers and Polishers.. Call
1300. Murray Home & Auto.
A18c

The todloidtabie .ierry Lewis wittier+
/421C l evee 1142 wonderful self al{ the

,1 a pump term
J,c. Awirtie had
I. the eh bit tar 'Slay Me of Elgin-year.
goget Pelham. w ho•e lovely
rolhei Iteuma l`eiharo. Just had been
.1,001 In wed ()set indutaenee durI.
bachelor dinner had blacked out
'4.1011,111' 11,10,1 and he tied allekeneet
Ad dead in
.ekt morn,ne to dad
;he drnewee Of the Pelham NNW In
a ,uOurb of New Yore, Urocina4ably
Alidrua car had killed Jive boy. but
.1 in had no recollect inis of Nulling
driven hut oar that ought Hasa now.
n hut New York apartment. Andrus
rid his ioyal Aunt Jade hope to clear
be Andrus mime Jim's siker tia.k
ad moistest dartsur hi. hia, kout. Ile
°ma to retries(' it for aome hazy stubocnaeloue urge tells him that Meld
' Ire RNA may I'd all to Wm 11141 what
iref feekspen on that fateful Mehl Aunt
lode le, "ire. Inane. tor sir•Kee. of New
l'ork Homicide to enter the cane end
andrite la further is.Warded ft aroma
silver Sank in • pawnshop near the
issliam hone.
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Raeburn

SLATS -WILL

COME IN HERE A
MOM:iNT, PLEASE'?

Van

Buren

SURE , 1
MA'M

-

•
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-
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TIlE LEIWtER AND TIMES,

gV11$11TVIE

New Rose
4s Named
is iimummorrimm love Shp!!

Sug,gestion
Is Dynamite

DULLES GREETS flOBERT MENZIES
.ets. .

117. HARMAN ',V
United Press tetatr--Tliere.daTtd•iit

HOORAY FURNITURE
MY
LOO KS

_W

r
•

took Osborne off his hot seat. They
carried the dynamite gingerly to a
rear. lot and touched it off:
The blast scattei.ed dirt and mild
for veverai hundred yard, and tore
a hole in the ground five feet
Vcress .md three feet deep.
- -

MURRAY DRIVE-IN

41

4F1 .1 ZtIJ

..••••=1••••111••=11. ..••••.-0••

• r•

Linoleum Headquarters

FREE

SHOW

.,•-•a
!..Sc

Kt••

sttitilari

(1.1ti greeLs Australian
Of STAVE Jorta
Prime Minister Robert Mennes on the tatters arri.al in %% a,hii.g.
ton to meet with top levet' t)rlen..e ullitiats In rtaltlle Is John F.
Simrtions. Mel CC protoeot
-4.. 4 fare,II a(..464;$ x Ems./phut.)

fen
N.1 -At:. as •,t
Tn. tn....I,.
cnd • ha opt u.
e

....11:•ts and
wile
at it. but what I was Fruit:- a dand?lion

murnie garden

• )to:

•Fini 1
1.-t.‘. •
•

a
se

0---.de ion.
ro garden
garf,en •v.
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Open Tluksday, March 17

Joseph
aiiii tour etectiic blaSting• gap:
1•:e'
::
.
ik
,,
L, i•st
Atiebrti4n. Sil ..y Ahovi
:
St hi
t,"
-*C
-- They found to. iftnifi'ufr drnufnin
M 11'4' the stomp of a tree 110,-\,.ii w'''Pped w a '
n s w'Palicr in a box
,•tet,Yr. .71 his y.ard by a tb,r-cier-r'l a cellar•shel"
Osbm
lie
vxplariecl
ile-..purehaseo
•1.•t re 155; wyck.
t
•
.
. the dynamite three years *gin 1.,•
got some
ynarillte In my e man who'was to use il
c;.112,.. 0.borne said
r-t11. Znree stumps in Ws y.Irci
m i. 1. 1 1,..•,f' ..!. P Wt. Vl14, ..
-011.r.
t,xpl .
," ila,i (tete:. .

NEW

LIKE

17,1!I:i7>

I friend who chanced to be visiting with age, and Reed as
the IIRm.
.Schnorr, pricked up his_ears at ti4e glycerin content had seeped out
remark:Lowe was a Navy demoli- -into the box.
tion expert during World War 11 'Heat, the 'slightest shock „ or
kad. hi two- the explosdax trictson could have let the whole
Pining off! Reed said.
Low,. nick tele look and dashed
The •Army demolitionsnen then
t'r a tetepticrie He. called the
146tii
.4
-my
Delachint-o!
LISRARY; 'Pa. .1?
a l' I
at
Novitle
4s1snd.
Ost.x.rn made a. suggestion th.,t
wxs :Tally (1yr:write. Hi, remn• k 1 Lt. Donald Reed. executiveinfplobably saved the lives 01 MIVell•Ificer of the detachment,
rushect-to
:rid hi, family.
.I..'beary with St. Edwin Wheeler.

• :IL •
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MURRAY. KENIIUDK4

9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
40 Patterns To Cho-se From

"Peking Express"

Thurman Furniture

Concession Stand Will Be Open
0111111111=r _

ttsNaii,orNit,

Mr AT

Let Us Give Your Upholster)
New Life and Beauty...
Call Today for FREE
Estimate!

jA..111
:
,
1
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'
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;
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See what miracles we per-

.„r1:1„

form on drab and dingy up-,

• ..-"4-;r4i:

holsttry!Ciolorsand patterns
sparkle again Original texture restored! furniture returned

tookinitite hew.

uted..•:

PICNIC STYLE - 3 to 16 LB. AVG.
Fr.",I It-

PORK ROAST -

>7-7 -

Valuable Premiums
K.
TIC

N

th

3ETERGENT

DI

as

FRESH PORK HOCKS

A
(-)

S.

•-•
4
,

Laundry
Sc' V I

Thie - •

P4on- 23'

111111131

25c

flØPT

Re

'

Co

c

pipaEDtiIii

I lb. 73,

ogle VIE

(

e'

7i.lar
N ka
‘

A ll

Be
Br

1954 PESOTO 4-1. Power Master. R&11. Power
c:te Trail_
at Covers. New ear guaran • ,
1953 H/..NRY J. RE/di. Nice biue car.
This is air ap transportation.
1.53 j LYIk1( LTH 4-dr. Comb.„ Hester.
at CosT•
• t • t one nii.er.
C- 'n.-d.
1953 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. CI-mai-nett. Tu:::ne green

r win

1

11.

••

a
1

tray pack

AIM
_

VT

13c
.1b.

39c
'
F'orida Marsh Seedless

SI.,eet Pickles - - qt. 39c
10-0z. Cello Bag

Marshmallows -

lb. 26'

3 for
'
tall cans 95c

C-+•-nation

. 10c

lb.

00

*-)c

California

MaCkeral _ tall can

Flavors

Ba
Jo

4•1

.

Party -Pak

lAlargarine
lb.

".ne
Ift

lb.

lean and meaty

BLUE LIONNET
f
r
tl

Pil

fine for seasoning

WORTIIMORE SLICED BACON

Cleaners

Ss.

So

si

STEW BEEF

P.

Le

a
V

1 lb. cello roll

MOM

is
I,
trr

NIORRELL PURE PORK SAUSACE.

F.

at
tit
in
of

lb. 29c

On Cash rind Carry Orders

Grapefruit - 4 for 25c
1 exas New

Cabbage - - - lb.

ai

5c

Fresh Medium Size

iam 12-e-, can. 9eSnowdrift •3lb.can 69c

Coconuts - -

- - - 10c

Fresh crispy

Cello Bags

al dishes -

bags 19c

rt!Ci W./OTHER BUYS
T

I

.4. reit, nic,
. car. '

PLYMOU1H Cranbrco'r. CI-S•dan. Jet Blank_
ree ear al a real
'C.
.153 CHEVROLE1
2 de 3.0 A'rr, irt&H, * Tinted
Glass, Black. A real car.
1S51 DESOTO Sp. Coupe, Ri!•:, ill Seat Covers. futone. Almost new inside are out.
lEsil NASH Rambler Station Wagon, R.eaH. A 7.00d.
purrnso car. HOS Dr:1DC.F.„
R&M Good- Pairt. A real -ay.
J.
.lean service. 15u ciSi-,VAGLET
R&H Seat Covers, Locally o vned, top condiCon.
1350 PONTIAC 4-dr. Silver 3tr •r k 8, R&M!. A nice
•,.•.:lean ca. wcrti the money.
""•'S FORC
R&H.
Wall tires..•A red
good car.
1949 CHEVROLET 4-dr., R'43,1-1, Black. A good Ca'-.
1949 BUICK Super 4-dr. R&H, Dura-go. A-1 con dition. Nicr dean car.
1948 PLYMOUTH 2-dr.. R&H. Good transoorta

n; • ^

933

to(.1947 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. oi/tsid• ykor. New Paint.
A good automobile.
1941 DESOTO -4-dr., a good car.

See our (lied CRrs Bnfore
We ("-o Give Yr,u MorA For Less

LINIT
LAUNDRY
STA P.CH

2 for
'29k-

GOLD SEAL
SNOWY BLEACH

GOLD-SEAL-

GLASS WAX
1.54)Z, 48c -

Yri

111
•

•-

461
"
f.r

‘Jt.•.

r

.
f r3

P.•th^r

16..07.

!);neapple

Cashinerelouquet

14-07.

J

RiTE SIZE 7,

imationg"

2for 35e.

StOkeiY.S7A
PIE CHLRKIL3
16-oz cans 2 for 39c
CUT BEETS
16-oz. cans 2 for 25c

t-1 I dLETS

•
•

DIAMOND DEE

MEXICORN1

TOILET TISSUE

2 for

4 rolls

•

II

300e

ItlIKEWS FOOD
E

.144
rit

24-oz.

pkg.

39c

1 South Fifth Street

Parking

& IR Motors

Cap

HIGH QUALIFY
44-

LOW PRICES

•
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•

•

••••••••'
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